The development of class field theory, from Hubert to Artin, has largely by-passed the explicit formulas in which the eurliest reciprocity laws were expressed, the best known example of such a formula being of course the one for the Inversion factor of the Jacobi symbol given by the law of quadratic reciprocity. Actually Hubert, when he introduced his norm residue symbol, based its defmition on a formula of Kummer, but subsequently took a more abstract approach and used the global reciprocity law to define the local symbol. This was a step of great significance because by its avoidance of local complications it made possible the rapid advance which followed. Nonetheless, a case can be made that the local complications deserve attention, and it is with them that this paper is concerned.
Today the ra th power reciprocity law ( a special case of Artin reciprocity) is expressed in the form : »Im,« the left hand side being the Inversion factor for the power residue symbol (a generalization of the Jacobi symbol) while the right hand side is a finite product of Hubert norm residue Symbols for the primes dividing m, and the so-called infinite primes (see [2] and [5] for details). For a given number field in which and take their values, the right hand side is in fact a function of only finitely many congruence classes of and ß. Calculating directly from its defmition, for representatives from these classes, leads to a quite explicit reciprocity law and even to the determination of the individual factors (a, ß) v . The main drawback of this procedure is that it does not reveal the general pattern, i<*\ f ß\ l äs the ground field and the exponent m vary, of the functions ( -l l -l or (a, ß) v .
The local problem of finding a formula for (a, ß) v , while it feil outside the main line of development of the theory, was not altogether neglected (see [5] for a partial history and an extensive bibliography for the period before 1930). Hasse devoted a long series of papers to it. Following Hensel he related (a, ß) v to the p-adic logarithm, and later Artin 0075-4102/80/0313-0001S02.00 Copyright by Walter de Gruyter & Co.
and he succeeded ( [1] , [2] , and [6] ) in fmding formulas, in the cyclotomic case, which combined this with logarithmic differentiation, an idea that goes back to Kummer's formula. Iwasawa [7] extended one of the Artin-Hasse formulas from prime to prime power exponents, though still in the cyclotomic case. We derive a formula here which implies the Artin-Hasse-Iwasawa formulas and is valid in any number field containing the required rootsof unity.
We take note of two other approaches to explicit reciprocity. Recently, Coates and Wiles [3] and Wiles in [16] have shown that a striking generalization of the Artin-HasseIwasawa formulas can be obtained in terms of the Lubin-Tate theory [9] . Their work yields formulas for certain analogues of the Hubert symbol (a, ß) v . These analogues, however, seem to have no simple relationship to the Hubert symbol except in the cyclotomic case. The Hubert symbol proper, with which we are concerned here, remains of special interest not only for historical reasons, but also for the role it plays in the global m th power reciprocity law. Safarevic [11] has a general formula for (a, ß) v which is hard to relate to ours for the following reason. Like the Artin-Hasse formulas ours involves algebraic operations on the elements or on the polynomials (power series) which represent them in terms of a uniformizing parameter. Safarevic uses a different, less accessible representation specially introduced for the purpose of describing the symbol.
Because of the differentiation involved in the Artin-Hasse formulas it is perhaps not surprising that the module of differentials should play an important role in the derivation here of analogous results. The crucial missing link between differentials and reciprocity is provided by the invariant constructed in § l. Although it is logically independent of them, the idea of its construction is based on the result of Täte on H 1 ((5, C), and related results of Serre, äs explained at the end of § § l, 2. This invariant, apart from the use we make of it here, suggests developments in a quite different direction. In [12] the analogue of Täte's result on /i 1 ((5, C) is proved for /i 1 ((5, GL fc (Q), which makes it plausible that a construction similar to that of § l can be carried out for representations : (5 -» GL k (Z/p n I). Such a theory would not be without interest: it would provide a non-abelian generalization of the norm residue symbol. § 0. Notations p = a natural prime number. / = ring of integers.
Z p = ring of/?-adic integers. t/ p = p-adic units. Q p = field of/?-adic numbers.
K= a finite extension of Q p containing a primitive /? th root (4 th root if p = 2) of unity. (The second assumption is convenient for technical reasons, though not essential, and will be made throughout. The finiteness condition could be avoided in § l, but is necessary later). = a prime of K.
K=a fixed algebraic closure of K (and of Q p ). All algebraic extensions of Q p which occur below will be regarded äs subfields of K. log = the /?-adic logarithm C/^ ~* K, the unique homomoöhism given by the usual Taylor series on units = l, and vanishing on all roots of unity. Our object in this section is to define for each character ñ : (5 -> I/p" I a certain invariant è(ñ) belonging to K/n~1A~1p n and to establish some of its more immediate properties. Proof. The equivalence of the two Statements in (a) is obvious. Parts (a) and (b) will be proved together. By Lemma l one is reduced to the case where E is linearly disjoint from K^ and i t is clear that ñ may be assumed surjective.
Proposition 1. (a)
By Lemma 2, and in its notation, the congruence of Proposition l (a) is equivalent to the two congruences (ô -1) c = -l (mod ñ ç~å ) and (y -1) c = è (mod ñ ç~å ). Lemma 4 shows that there exists c' E F^ such that (ô -1) c' = -1 (mod ñ ç~å ). Applying (y -1) shows By Lemma 5 this implies (y -1) c' = a(modp n 2å ) for some a E K^. Putting a = è + (ã -ß)÷ with 9e K and xeK^, c = c' -x, shows that the elements è and c satisfy the required congruences (mod// 1 " 2 *). Replacing å by -å completes the proof. 
with a subgroup of Hom((5, Z/// 1 Z) in the natural way. The defmition of G implies that G is generated by ÷ ç and ñ, and is abelian of exponent p n (the order of ÷ ç and ñ). Hence G = Dx (÷ ç ) where the factors are cyclic subgroups of G, the second generated by ÷ ç . Let ñ = ñ' -É÷ ç w ith ñ' e D. Then G = Ker ñ' ÷ Ker ÷ ç and it follows that ñ' has the required properties. 
iy equivalent to
Proof. Since ñ(ô) = ÷(ô) = 0 it is clear that (1) implies (2) and (3). Conversely, from (2) and (3), r m (c) = c-m (mod p r ) and y m (c) = c + m9 (mod //) for all integers m, and this extends to/?-adic integral values of m. Every ó 6 G is of the form ô ñ(ó) y x(ff} which shows that (1) follows from (2) and (3) for all ó e G, hence also for all ó e (5. Proof. Suppose, for all ó e (S, È and è' E K satisfy the congruence of Proposition l (a) with c and c' e K respectively. Subtracting one congruence from the other gives:
In particular, since it is known (or follows from the derivative criterion for the different) that
The first pari of the Lemma is immediate, and the second follows on applying Lemma 7. By Lemma 2 this is equivalent to the required congruence.
Note. Proposition 3 shows that all the è s in the congruence class è (ñ) play an equal role, and that even for arbitrarily small å, è is not determined more accurately than Proof. By Lemma 6(b) one can choose m large enough so that, writing X> for one has p~mA dir 1 £p~m~£A. One may assume å small enough so that ||ð|| <||ñ|| å . Then it is clear that Applying Tr Km/K to this it follows that The second inclusion is therefore an equality and there exists y e K m9 y = 0(mod nAp~m~~£) 9 Tr XmAK O) = l-Letting //">> = l -(y -1) ÷ we see that ÷ is s required. 
By Lemma 9 the 0"'s form a coherent system. Hence the limit exists and defines a homomorphism s stated since
Note. (1) In the next section we shall see that the homomorphism è is the dual, in a certain sense, of a map derived from the reciprocity map.
(2) We could have considered -è (ñ) rather than è (ñ) from the Start, but then an adjustment would be needed for taking projective limits. 
is aprime of K'. Then è (ñ') is the Image of è (ñ) under this map. Also r is injective if K' /K is unramified.
Proof. From the defmitions, and the product rule for the different, one has Note. This result is true in general (with -Ã instead of 7º, s follows from the theorems of the next section ; a direct proof along the lines of the one below should be possible.
Then -T induces a surjective map also denoted by -T: K'jn^ Ä^ñ
Proof. LetO'e fe') and let
For convenience we leave out the modulus ñ ç~å which is understood. Choose coset representatives of ©^ in © x , {ô,·}, in such a way that ÷ (ô,·) = 0, for all /. This is possible because of the linear disjointness of K' from K^. Denote by f/ the image of ô) in G.
Set T= Ó ô/, an operator on K which agrees with ¾Ô ÊºÊ on K'. We shall show that Tc plays the same role for o'· r s c for ñ', and that the corresponding congruence implies the Proposition. For a fixed ô, and any ó e © xs and any ô,·, let (1) ô Ë(Ë be such that ô,-ô^ i k(j} (2) ó,· e ©K' be such that T i ai j = i k(j} a j . Then i k(j} and ó,· are uniquely determined by ô,, ó and ô/, and s ô,· runs through the set of coset representatives so does r k(j) . We wish to calculate (ô,· ó -1) Tc:
Ã j Let/ be the index for which k(j'}=j. Then the expression obtained above is equal to: 0-2) Ó(ô^~ ô^)Ã = Óô÷ó / -1) ß ·. j j Once again s j runs through all the indices so does /. Since a r e ©ê we have from the congruence for 0 :
Substituting (1. 3) in (1. 2) gives, on combining with (1. 1):
Next note that ÷ ê > = ÷ since K' is linearly disjoint from K^. Also ÷(ô 7 ·) = 0 for all j implies X(^) = X((T) = /(T^), Ó ô/0') = 7¼', and finally Ó ñ'(^) = Ó e'(^) = e '(n^) = ^(t;(T^)) by the formula for the transfer ( [13] , p. 129). Since ô = ô^ó is a general element of (6, on making all these substitutions (1. 4) becomes:
This shows that indeed T 'e 0(ñ'· ^), proving the Proposition.
Remark. The idea behind the invariant defined above is simple even if the precise Statements are not: 0 is the "ratio" of the variable character ñ to the fixed canonical character ÷ in some cohomology group. In the limiting case of the invariant 0^ of Proposition 5 both the exact Statements and the idea are simple if one follows the approach of Serre in [14] , § III, Appendix, where 0 aj , in a different notation, is first introduced (information is lost in this passage to the limit however). We briefly sketch this other defmition of 0^ and its relation to the one above.
The key fact on which Serre based his defmition of 0^ is T te's result that H 1 (©, C) is a 1-dimensional ^-vector space ( [15] , § 3). Here C is the completion of K with respect to its valuation, and H 1 is defined by cochains continuous from the Krull topology of © to the valuation topology of C. Given any (necessarily continuous) ñ^: (S -> Z p , è^ is defined so that è^÷ and ñ^ give the same class in /^(( , C). By T te's result there always exists 0^ e K with this property. In effect ÷ (or log ê in [14] ) is used s a canonical basis element to identify H 1 ((ä, C) with K. The element ç is introduced merely to make the exponential converge: it is known that the/?-adic exponential, given by the usual Taylor series, has ç ¼ s its domain of convergence in K. 9Ú denotes the reciprocity map of local class fleld theory. For any abelian group A denote by the group Hom(A 9 Q P /I P ). Our object is to relate the map Ø : (5 ab -* ff , induced in the usual way by Ø, to the map È of the last section. Note that if A is a pro-finite (abelian) /?-group then ^4 is its Pontryagin dual. ç ¼ is such a group, and (S ab has its profinite Sylow /7-subgroup s a canonical factor, thus Ø can be recovered from Ø.
To find the connection between ø and È it is necessary to make the identifications of the following Lemma : 
foôall eç¼.
Replacing ñ by the corresponding element of Hom((5, 1/p n Z) has the effect of multiplying the right band sides above by p" while changing the modulus from I p to p n Z p , or equivalently, in the second case, of replacing È by È. Since â s above is equal to log á for some á = l (mod ç) we see that Theorem l is quivalent to :
Proof. The proof will be given in two stages, first for á = l (mod ðç) and later for á Î l (mod ç).
Let å be such that \\n\\ < \\p\\ E . By Proposition l (a), whose notation we retain, there exist c e E ^ , è Å Ê such that
Let w be large enough so that (1) c e L = EK m and moreover (2) /? w " c and p m n è are integral. By Lemma 1. 9 we may assume without loss of generality that ñ is surjective. Let (£ = G&l(E/K) s before.
Consider the commutative diagram with exact rows:
•o, 
The expression in parentheses is an element of
, where G = Gal(L/ T), and (2. 2) asserts that this element is killed by ð. Note that the maps in the diagram s well s the induced maps are all Ojrlinear, so that (2. 2) has several equivalent forms.
We next recall the well-known fact that if § is a finite cyclic group and M any §-module there exist isomorphisms ö: //'(£>, M)-> H i+2 (i), M) which are functorial and commute with cup products. For fmite groups we consider only the "modified" cohomology which is defined also for negative dimensions. The maps ö are then defined for all dimensions, negative s well s positive. The ö' s depend on the choice of a generator ô of §, and can be completely specified by being given in one dimension, for all M, from which by "dimension-shifting" they can be extended to other dimensions. We need the following explicit description of ö, for the generator ô, when i= -l :
where M T is the kernel of the trace Ã= Ó The maps ö play a role in the following diagram where they are defined with respect to the generators ô and y, of (£ and F m respectively, which are given by ñ (ô) = 1 (mod p") and
The maps O* -* //° are the natural projections, / and j are inflations induced, in fact, by the é and 7 of the previous diagram. By defmition s and / make commutative the rightangled triangles of which they are a part, exp ç Stands for the maps induced on cohomology by the function ÷ h-* expOyjc), 9Ú is the reciprocity map for either E/KOT KJK, and inf denotes Inflation. The dotted arrow is multiplication by 9'=p m~n È. Finally inv denotes the usual invariant map on the Brauer group after identification of the groups f-'-'ir^'pr
The diagram has the property that it is commutative except for the dotted arrow, and almost commutative, in a sense to be made precise, if the dotted arrow is included. The commutativity of the left-hand squares follows from the functoriality of ö and Inflation. Of the right-hand squares the two central ones commute because of the known behaviour of the invariant under Inflation. The two remaining squares are commutative by the following: Proof. By the functoriality of ö there is a commutative diagram: Note. It would be desirable to prove this diagram commutative with O K instead of ð O x , directly, rather than in the round-about way we shall follow. The proof so far has only used the congruence (2. 1) (modp n n~i) rather than (mod/? n~e ) and the resulting inaccuracy of è is the reason why at this stage one needs the factor ð. KfQp , k such that -6
, x m -$R · å÷ñ(ç÷) = -^ 5(ç÷) (mod p m ) (where 9l is the Lemma 4. For all ÷ e O K , x mreciprocity map Ê* 0ñ -+Ã çé , S=Tr
Proof. Let ê 0 ==ê 0ñ be the canonical character for O p , Ã 0 = Gal(Ö 00 /Q p ), and Ã 0 the reciprocity map for Ö^/€) ñ . Then it is well-known that the restriction of 91 0 to U p is the inverse of ê 0 ( see [2] , [4] , or [9] ) i.e. ê 0 (9À 0 (ae/)) = w for all u e U p . The Lemma is merely the reduction of (2. 4) (mod p m ).
By Lemma 4 the bottom row of the last diagram can be replaced by -j 5ç so that we obtain for ÷ e ð£) ê :
Putting ç÷ = log á for any á = l (mod ç ð), and dividing by p m~n , one obtains
which proves Theorem 2 to a first approximation. To prove the theorem completely we shall apply this case to a suitable extension of K. Lemma 
Lei K' f K be an extension which is Galois, ramified, and linearly disjoint from K^. Lei Q': ©^ -* I/p n I be a character and let ñ = ñ' -v where v is the transfer map from
(5 ab to (5| b .
Then Theorem 2 is validfor ñ (for any a= l (mod ç)).
Proof. Let á = l (mod ç = ëð). Then á = l (mod ëð^) since K'jK is ramified. By the version of Theorem 2 already proved we see that it is valid for the ground field K' and á s given, so that we have, if 9Ã is the reciprocity map for K', On substituting (2. 6) and (2. 7) into (2. 5) we see that ñ satisfies Theorem 2.
In view of the last Lemma, to complete the proof of Theorem 2 we need only show : 
6>
ah is easily seen to be the profinite Sylow yj-subgroup of tfi ah , and the map È -log is the reciprocity map into this group, restricted to t/,, a fact which follows from Theorem 1. If one passes to the slightly smaller quotient <5 ab (bar denotes quotient modulo torsion) then the map U n -> @ ab can be uniquely extended to all principal units by the extraction of p'-th roots. Thus gives Information about reciprocity even for áö l (mod jj), and in this sense determines the reciprocity map "modulo torsion".
For a given ñ and á = l , but not necessarily (mod ç), one can try to calculate ñ (9l (a)) s follows. Suppose a p ' = l (mod ç) and that ñ is divisible by p* so that Q~p l Q V . Then ñ91(á) = ñé91(á ñÉ ) and the last quantity can be dctcrmined by using Theorem 2. This can be combined with base change: suppose ñ is not divisible by p i but becomes so on lifting to K'. Then Theorem 2 can be applied over K' and the Corollary to Theorem 2, or alternatively the translation theorem, can be used to descend to K. This approach will be used elsewhere to calculate some Symbols not directly covered by the formulas of § 3.
(2) The results of this section also have analogues in the limiting case in the sense of the Remark at the end of § 1. For ñ^ e Hom((S, Z p ) let ^ be the invariant defined there. Serre shows in [14] , § III, Appendix using Lubin-Tate theory, a result equivalent to the Statement that ñ^ é-> 0^ is the dual, via the bilinear form given by 5, of the map K -> © ab induced by reciprocity (once certain natural identifications are made).
It is possible (and easy) to derive the result about tf x from Theorem 2 by passing to the limit. Conversely, starting with 0^ one can by "descent" to a fmite level obtain analogues of Theorem 2 in certain cases. That is the point of view adopted in [8] . § 3. Differentials and the explicit formula To obtain the reciprocity map explicitly (at least for á = l (mod ç)) for Kummer extensions, or equivalently to find a formula for the Hubert norm residue symbol, it is sufficient to determine è(ñ) explicitly when ñ is a Kummer character. Assume (throughout this § 3) that K contains ae ç (ç>2 if p = 2). For any â e K* let ñ be the unique character Note.
(1) The case of general exponents is easily reduced to prime power ones, and of these the only non-trivial case is that of a power of the residue field characteristic. Thus nothing is sacrifieed in assuming the exponent -p n . The only real restriction on the exponent is the condition n > 2 ifp = 2.
(2) The norm residue symbol here is the same s in [2] or [7] , but the inverse ofthat in [5] and [13] .
It will be convenient to write è ç^ê (â, ae ð ) for è(ñ â^ç ) where s usual we shall omit subscripts and variables which are understood to be fixed, most often writing simply è(â).
n . As the primes ð 6 K generate K* multiplicatively, to determine è(â) explicitly for any â it suffices to determine è (n) for all primes ð of K. Thus one seeks a congruence s in Proposition l . l for each ñ ð in which the è occurs explicitly s a function of ð (and C"). These will be obtained (though they determine è up to a less precise modulus than that of its defmition) by considering the module of differentials of various extensions of O p . This concept is avoidable at the expense of much calculation, but it provides the most natural approach.
Similarly we write T> F for the different TV/CV The following are some properties of i2 L/F which we need (for details consult [10] or [13] ).
, p. 68, Prop. 14). In general this sequence is exact in the center and on the right [10] , but in our case it is exact also on the left, because of (1) and the multiplicative property of the different.
(5) If G is a group acting on L/F 0 s in (2), under which F is stable (i. e., a(F) a F for all ó G G) then G acts on all the terms of the sequence in (4) and ij are G-homomorphisms (this is clear on general grounds since 1,7 are canonically defined). 
Applying /, which is O F -linear and a G-map, shows that :
These equations are in Q L which is a free module over
The Lemma is proved on dividing through by a, thanks to Lemma 3 and the relation (1) and (6).
Note . The last two Lemmas could easily have been proved directly , using the derivative criterion for the different, without mention of differentials.
The Explicit Formula. Let ñ = ñ ð , E = E Q , m large enough so that ^£|^m, and put L = £"<£",, G = Gal(L/K). We apply the above to the two cases F=<P m and F=E. (2) F=£". Let ð«, a /7 n -th root of ð, be the prime of E used to calculate u E (a). Let C n = g(7c), where g is a polynomial with coefficients in C Ku . Then:
where this is the definition of/ Again by Lemma l, and the chain rule,
By Lemma 2 we have, for some a^ , a 2 e L :
Combining them gives, since 35 £ |X) im :
Since ae£ (ó) by defmition, and C^' 1 manifestly, are of the form á ó~Ë this gives, on using the expressions derived above for U E (O) and ç öçé (ó}\ Proof. The first follows from the last two by the product rule for differents. Simple computations using the derivative criterion show D £/K and Ô) öç to be s stated (the result about Ô) öç has been already used in § 2).
Since the elements ð generate K*, and è(â) is a homomorphism, s stated earlier we can use the formula for è (ð) to obtain è(â) for a general element . In fact, the result for units is the formula of the next Proposition, although with the slightly weaker modulus of Proposition l . Since we wish to prove the stronger result below, we must follow a different approach. Here too, ä(â) is defined only up to the modulus given, thus no further strengthening is possible. Unfortunately, to make the result "the best possible" requires a considerable detour, all for the sake of a factor ð! Proposition 2. Lei n be any prime and â any unit of K. Then:
where /, g are polynomials with coefficients in £) KU such that ae n : =g(n) and =f(n).
Proof. Consider first the case â -\ + n. Put ñ = ñ â , E= K( n ) where " is a p n -th root of , and n = l + ð ç . Then n n is a prime of E since its minimal polynomial over K is (l + JC) P " -, whose constant term -ð is a prime of K. Also T>£= /?"£>*;.
Calculating ç Å (ó), defined with respect to the prime ð ç , one finds in the same way s above :
Again, in a manner entirely analogous to the case of ñ ð , one obtains, with c e E^, where y = £n i p n g'(n) -From this by Lemma 10, which refines Proposition 1. 2 in this particular case, it follows that p k y~i =è(â) (mod ë~1Ä~1ñ ç ). In other words, (3.5) (/ j)^/-_k_._L (modr^-V).
Note that, for = l + ð, (3. 5) is the same s Proposition 2.
By Lemma 8, <>(/?) is a homomorphism
, by an earlier remark, is also a homomorphism, thus Proposition 2 need be verified only for generators of U K . It trivially follows from their definitions that è and ä vanish on roots of unity of order prime to p. So one is reduced to considering the principal units of K, for which Lemma 1 1 provides generators. We deal with the two types of generators separately. Let R = the set of roots of unity in K of order prime to p.
(1) = l -ìð 5 where ì e K n R, and s is an integer prime to p. By Lemma 12 (a) there exists an unramified extension K'jK in which is a finite product of elements l -íð, with v 6 K' n R. Applying (3. 5) over K\ we see 0^(1 -íð) = ä ê >(1 -íð) (mod ë~éÄ^ñ ç }, which implies the same congruence for Q K '( ) and ä ê ,(â) by the additivity of both sides. This in turn, by Lemma 9, implies è ê (â) = ä ê (â) (mod ë~é Ä~éñ ç ). It remains to show that ä does not depend on ð (it does depend on £"). Let ð' be another prime and suppose n = k(n') where k is a polynomial with coefficients in O Ku . Then ae n = g(k(ð')) and =f(k(n')). Calculating ä(â) with respect to n' shows:
This completes the proof of the Lemma.
Note.
(1) The function â \->/'(ð)//(ð), which was seen to be a homomorphism during the proof of the Lemma above, may, for obvious reasons, be called the logarithmic derivative of â with respect to ð. It may be denoted by D log â s in [2] , Chapter 12, the dependence on ð being suppressed. To obtain a function independent of ð i t is necessary to combine this with D log (" s above.
(2) Since/'(7i) and g' (ð) are not well-defmed up to any finer modulus than £) K , one sees that ä too is not well-defined beyond what is asserted. The crux of the argument is that these congruences can be improved. Now £" is a subfield of EK n , where £" and K n are Kummer extensions of K, obtained by adjoining p n -th roots of the units â and C fe respectively. It follows E' is also of the form K(u 1/pr ) where degE'/K=p r and w is some unit of ËÃ. Then (ô -l)w r = (C r -l)w r , where u r = u i/p \ and it is clear that multiplying w r by a suitable element of K we obtain x e E f with the property that ||(ô-l)x|| = ||A~1/? /l ||. Since E^/K is totally ramified we can find v, v l e K such that, putting c' = c 4-vjc, c{ = c + v x ;c, we have for some å > 0, 
